We show that a valued field A with only a finite number of nonisomorphic valued extensions is equal to the complex field C or is real closed with C=A(V(-1)).
The Ostrowski (Gelfand-Mazur) Theorem [2, p. 131] , [4, p. 260] implies that with any of the valuations z>(x) = | x\ ', where | • | denotes the usual modulus and 0<¿í£l, the real field R has essentially only one proper valued field extension, the complex field C, and the complex field has no proper valued field extension. We investigate which valued fields A have only a finite number of nonisomorphic valued field extensions. We take all valuations to be subadditive maps into R, and (unless specifically stated otherwise) all isomorphisms oí [valued ] extensions of a [valued] field A to be [isometric] A-algebra isomorphisms.
Before considering the case of valued fields, we consider a purely algebraic case by restricting to finite dimensional extensions. A field with no proper finite dimensional extensions is algebraically closed, since an extension of a field by a single algebraic element is a finite dimensional extension. On the other hand, it is well known that a real closed field has essentially just one proper finite extension, where a real closed field is a formally real field A (that is, no sum of squares of nonzero elements in A is zero) such that no proper algebraic extension of A is formally real [4] , [S]. (ii) Since the only complete subfields of (C, vt) are C and R, Proposition 2 implies that the only complete valued fields with only a finite number of nonisomorphic valued field extensions are essentially (C, Vt) and (Ä, vt) (0<i^l).
(iii) Another corollary is that a valued field has no proper valued field extension if, and only if, it is isomorphic to (C, vt) for some t (0<i^l).
(iv) This last result shows that the only valued field over which the whole Gelfand theory of commutative Banach algebras can be developed is the complex field (see, for example, [ó], [7] ).
(v) By the Artin-Schreier Theorem [4, p. 316], every proper subfield A of finite codimension in C is real closed with A(\/(-l)) -C With reference to remark (i) above, it would be interesting to know whether or not every subfield of codimension 2 in C is field isomorphic to R.
(vi) In the second half of the proof of Proposition 2, after identifying A with a subfield of C, one may show that the transcendency degree of C over A is finite, and hence that C is the extension of A by a finite number of elements. Then a result of E. Fried [3 ] implies that A = C or A is real closed with A(V( -1)) = C.
